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ecision making is one of the most important activities in both our profes d sional and our

private lives today the literature on the subject has grown considerably over the last fifty years

and it now covers many different approaches to the subject these approaches range from that

of creating a mathematical model of the decision situation under consideration as in

operations research and other forms of mathematical decision analysis to those that are

based on human and organizational behavior recently those working in the field have begun

to combine approaches to the study of decision situations that arise in organizations in our

personal lives and in the communities in which we live this book is an attempt to assist those

concerned with decision making to work with this combination of approaches in the past

decision problems have been considered according to the condi tions under which they arise

and to some extent in terms of the approaches available for their resolution writers on the

subject who are mathematically oriented have devised a method of classifying decisions

based on the type of mathematics that they suggest be used in the resolution of the problems

this approach leads to the division of decision situations into the categories of cer tainty

uncertainty risk and competition deterministic models available in oper ations research have

then been offered as the means of treating decision situations in the category of certainty our

health our income and our social networks at older ages are the consequence of what has

happened to us over the course of our lives the situation at age 50 reflects our own decisions

as well as many environmental factors especially interventions by the welfare state this book

explores the richness of 28 000 life histories in thirteen european countries collected as part

of the survey of health ageing and retirement in europe share combining these data with a

comprehensive account of european welfare state interventions provides a unique opportunity
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to answer the important public policy questions of our time how the welfare state affects

people s incomes housing families retirement volunteering and health the overarching theme

of the welfare state creates a book of genuinely interdisciplinary analyses a valuable resource

for economists gerontologists historians political scientists public health analysts and

sociologists alike a translation of a german humanist tract written popularly for a wide

audience by josef popper 1838 1921 most widely known by the pseudonym lynkeus on the

first page popper provides the ethical ideal that is meant to serve as the foundation for his

program of social reform the obliteration of any individual who has not willfully or forcibly

endangered another is a much more important event than all the political religious and

national events and all scientific artistic and technical progress of all centuries and people

taken together introduction by joram graf haber paper edition unseen 21 95 annotation

copyright by book news inc portland or this book explores the steady decline in the status of

the individual in recent years and addresses common misunderstandings about the concept of

individuality drawing from psychology neuroscience technology economics philosophy politics

and law white explains how and why the individual has been devalued in the eyes of scholars

government leaders and the public he notes that developments in science have led to doubts

about our cognitive competence while assumptions made in the humanities have led to

questions about our moral competence in this book white goes on to argue that both of these

views are mistaken and that they stem from overly simplistic ideas about how individuals

make choices however imperfectly in their interests which are multifaceted and complex in

response he proposes a new way to look at individuals that preserves their essential

autonomy while emphasizing their responsibility to others inspired by the moral philosophy of

immanuel kant and the legal and political philosophy reflected in the bill of rights to the u s

constitution this book explains how individuality combines both rights and responsibilities

reconciles the popular yet false dichotomy between individual and society and provides the

basis for a humane and respectful civil society and government this book is part of white s

trilogy on the individual and society which includes the manipulation of choice and the illusion

of well being many of the things we do we do together with other people think of carpooling

and playing tennis in the past two or three decades it has become increasingly popular to
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analyze such collective actions in terms of collective intentions this volume brings together ten

new philosophical essays that address issues such as how individuals succeed in maintaining

coordination throughout the performance of a collective action whether groups can actually

believe propositions or whether they merely accept them and what kind of evidence if any

disciplines such as cognitive science and semantics provide in support of irreducibly collective

states the theories of the big four of collective intentionality michael bratman raimo tuomela

john searle and margaret gilbert and the big five of social ontology which in addition to the big

four includes philip pettit play a central role in almost all of these essays drawing on insights

from a wide range of disciplines including dynamical systems theory economics and

psychology the contributors develop existing theories criticize them or provide alternatives to

them several essays challenge the idea that there is a straightforward dichotomy between

individual and collective level rationality and explore the interplay between these levels in

order to shed new light on the alleged discontinuities between them these contributions make

abundantly clear that it is no longer an option simply to juxtapose analyses of individual and

collective level phenomena and maintain that there is a discrepancy some go as far as

arguing that on closer inspection the alleged discontinuities dissolve the undoubted fact of

human individuality has remained outside the field of interest of scientific psychology neither

the central organization of consciousness nor individual powers of action have been dealt with

in substantial research programmes yet every facet of our mental lives is influenced by how

our minds are organized how much of this organization comes from the languages and social

practices of the cultures into which we are born is undetermined in this book rom harré

explores the radical thesis that most of our personal being may be of social origin

consciousness agency and autobiography are the three unities which make up our personal

being their origin in childhood development and their differences in different cultures are

explored nevertheless despite the overwhelming influence of social environment on mental

structure individual identity is a central facet of western culture how is the formation of such

identity possible rom harré ends with the suggestion that personal identity derives from the

complementary powers of human beings both to display themselves socially as unique and to

create novel linguistic forms making individual thought and feeling possible this book raises
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important questions concerning the shame of illiteracy what does it mean to students to be

drawn into a world where family and friends cannot follow can the same person appear

literate and illiterate at the same time is literacy for that matter an either or condition does it

hurt to be illiterate in more than one language more than one culture to whom can literacy

education be a threat instead of a promise the chapters in this book confront the unknowable

implication of joining literate systems and carry us toward an understanding that can help

literacy practitioners and policy makers at local national and international levels to better

understand the issues involved in this important area of work lcolm pines and lise rafaelsen

the seventh international congress of group psychotherapy organized in copenhagen by the

international association of group psychotherapy was one of the largest and most

representative congresses on this subject that has yet been held probably for the first time we

achieved the declared aim of the international association that of bringing together

representatives of the different approaches to group psychotherapy in the same forum to allow

for communication exchange and development of our relation ships previous congresses have

been less representative and it seems to augur well for the future of the association and of it s

congresses that there was this strong force and wish for unification and for exchange within

the field of group psychotherapy the congress theme the individual and the group boundaries

and interrelations in theory and practice was chosen because it gave an opportunity once

again to examine the very basis for group sycho therapy as theory and as practice the basic

theme stated in the opening papers by professor marie jahoda and professor james anthony

was replayed daily with new developments and variations according to the theoretical position

of each subsequent speaker this report examines past and existing individual learning

accounts and other individual schemes to finance training based on a review of the existing

literature as well as six new case studies commissioned by the oecd the upper austrian

bildungskonto the french compte personnel de formation the scottish individual learning

accounts individual training accounts the singapore skillsfuture credit the tuscan carta ila and

the individual training accounts in michigan and washington in the united states this

comprehensive monograph synthesizes the research on the individual placement and support

model of supported employment for people with severe mental illness it identifies empirical
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foundations for core principles of the model and reviews the literature on effectiveness long

term outcomes cost effectiveness generalizability implementation and policy implications this

book explores the dynamics of the individual versus the collective in various aspects of life

from social behavior to creativity to politics drawing from psychology sociology and philosophy

mallik offers insights into how individuals can maintain their autonomy while contributing to the

greater good this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part

of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the

united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely

copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body

of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be

preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support

of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this

knowledge alive and relevant moving beyond previous scholarship he gives us a locke as

much concerned with the effective functioning of government as with the roots of its moral

legitimacy book jacket building on their insightful work on india s 1998 and 1999 parliamentary

elections distinguished scholars ramashray roy and paul wallace s current book focuses on

the landmark elections of 2004 bringing together contributors from india and abroad this

volume adds to the body of work on electoral politics and social change in india and will be of

interest to students and teachers of political science journalists as well as the informed

general reader this comprehensive book describes how proactive behavior driven by a

proactive personality contributes to individual and organizational productivity a consolidation of

available research on the nature of proactivity in the workplace this book explo this work has

been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of

civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as

true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references

library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries

around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the

united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely

copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
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of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred

pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant over the past decade legal wagering has

expanded rapidly in north america in 1998 alone people lost 50 billion dollars in legal betting

and it is estimated that illegal wagering is twice that amount a recent government report

based on the broadest population survey concludes that the lifetime and pathological

gamblers in the u s range between 4 and 10 million persons and is growing if we include the

families affected by problem gambling then the potential impact is indeed prodigious virtually

no community in the u s and canada is left untouched by entertainment or problem gambling

treating problem gambling has evolved from a small group of practitioners in the 1980 s

working in specialty impatient units into an international enterprise that affects the caseload of

many mental health professionals owing to its quiet origins problem gambling treatment

strategies are not well known throughout the clinical community consequently the average

clinician is him herself learning as they go this approach does not benefit either client or

therapist as the book s first chapter makes clear problem gambling differs significantly from

substance abuse its nearest clinical relative not attending to these differences leads to poor

results and clinical failure this book is the one essential tool needed by clinicians treating or

likely to treat problem gambling written by a clinician with wide experience it is intended for

the general clinician treating or likely to treat problem gambling desiring a comprehensive yet

user friendly guide key features assessment and treatment of problem gambling and those

affected by it is discussed includes diagnostic instruments developed by the author an

integrative approach is taken with a special focus on cultural concerns and clinical applications

for women and minorities integration of spirituality in treatment is covered
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Catalog of Federal Programs for Individual and Community Improvement 2002 ecision making

is one of the most important activities in both our profes d sional and our private lives today

the literature on the subject has grown considerably over the last fifty years and it now covers

many different approaches to the subject these approaches range from that of creating a

mathematical model of the decision situation under consideration as in operations research

and other forms of mathematical decision analysis to those that are based on human and

organizational behavior recently those working in the field have begun to combine approaches

to the study of decision situations that arise in organizations in our personal lives and in the

communities in which we live this book is an attempt to assist those concerned with decision

making to work with this combination of approaches in the past decision problems have been

considered according to the condi tions under which they arise and to some extent in terms of

the approaches available for their resolution writers on the subject who are mathematically

oriented have devised a method of classifying decisions based on the type of mathematics

that they suggest be used in the resolution of the problems this approach leads to the division

of decision situations into the categories of cer tainty uncertainty risk and competition

deterministic models available in oper ations research have then been offered as the means

of treating decision situations in the category of certainty

Individual and Small Group Decisions 2013-03-09 our health our income and our social

networks at older ages are the consequence of what has happened to us over the course of

our lives the situation at age 50 reflects our own decisions as well as many environmental

factors especially interventions by the welfare state this book explores the richness of 28 000

life histories in thirteen european countries collected as part of the survey of health ageing

and retirement in europe share combining these data with a comprehensive account of

european welfare state interventions provides a unique opportunity to answer the important

public policy questions of our time how the welfare state affects people s incomes housing

families retirement volunteering and health the overarching theme of the welfare state creates

a book of genuinely interdisciplinary analyses a valuable resource for economists

gerontologists historians political scientists public health analysts and sociologists alike

The Individual and Society 2005-09 a translation of a german humanist tract written popularly
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for a wide audience by josef popper 1838 1921 most widely known by the pseudonym lynkeus

on the first page popper provides the ethical ideal that is meant to serve as the foundation for

his program of social reform the obliteration of any individual who has not willfully or forcibly

endangered another is a much more important event than all the political religious and

national events and all scientific artistic and technical progress of all centuries and people

taken together introduction by joram graf haber paper edition unseen 21 95 annotation

copyright by book news inc portland or

The Individual and the Welfare State 2011-04-13 this book explores the steady decline in the

status of the individual in recent years and addresses common misunderstandings about the

concept of individuality drawing from psychology neuroscience technology economics

philosophy politics and law white explains how and why the individual has been devalued in

the eyes of scholars government leaders and the public he notes that developments in

science have led to doubts about our cognitive competence while assumptions made in the

humanities have led to questions about our moral competence in this book white goes on to

argue that both of these views are mistaken and that they stem from overly simplistic ideas

about how individuals make choices however imperfectly in their interests which are

multifaceted and complex in response he proposes a new way to look at individuals that

preserves their essential autonomy while emphasizing their responsibility to others inspired by

the moral philosophy of immanuel kant and the legal and political philosophy reflected in the

bill of rights to the u s constitution this book explains how individuality combines both rights

and responsibilities reconciles the popular yet false dichotomy between individual and society

and provides the basis for a humane and respectful civil society and government this book is

part of white s trilogy on the individual and society which includes the manipulation of choice

and the illusion of well being

The Individual and the Value of Human Life 1995 many of the things we do we do together

with other people think of carpooling and playing tennis in the past two or three decades it

has become increasingly popular to analyze such collective actions in terms of collective

intentions this volume brings together ten new philosophical essays that address issues such

as how individuals succeed in maintaining coordination throughout the performance of a
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collective action whether groups can actually believe propositions or whether they merely

accept them and what kind of evidence if any disciplines such as cognitive science and

semantics provide in support of irreducibly collective states the theories of the big four of

collective intentionality michael bratman raimo tuomela john searle and margaret gilbert and

the big five of social ontology which in addition to the big four includes philip pettit play a

central role in almost all of these essays drawing on insights from a wide range of disciplines

including dynamical systems theory economics and psychology the contributors develop

existing theories criticize them or provide alternatives to them several essays challenge the

idea that there is a straightforward dichotomy between individual and collective level rationality

and explore the interplay between these levels in order to shed new light on the alleged

discontinuities between them these contributions make abundantly clear that it is no longer an

option simply to juxtapose analyses of individual and collective level phenomena and maintain

that there is a discrepancy some go as far as arguing that on closer inspection the alleged

discontinuities dissolve

Individual and Society 1979 the undoubted fact of human individuality has remained outside

the field of interest of scientific psychology neither the central organization of consciousness

nor individual powers of action have been dealt with in substantial research programmes yet

every facet of our mental lives is influenced by how our minds are organized how much of this

organization comes from the languages and social practices of the cultures into which we are

born is undetermined in this book rom harré explores the radical thesis that most of our

personal being may be of social origin consciousness agency and autobiography are the three

unities which make up our personal being their origin in childhood development and their

differences in different cultures are explored nevertheless despite the overwhelming influence

of social environment on mental structure individual identity is a central facet of western

culture how is the formation of such identity possible rom harré ends with the suggestion that

personal identity derives from the complementary powers of human beings both to display

themselves socially as unique and to create novel linguistic forms making individual thought

and feeling possible

The Decline of the Individual 2017-09-18 this book raises important questions concerning the
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shame of illiteracy what does it mean to students to be drawn into a world where family and

friends cannot follow can the same person appear literate and illiterate at the same time is

literacy for that matter an either or condition does it hurt to be illiterate in more than one

language more than one culture to whom can literacy education be a threat instead of a

promise the chapters in this book confront the unknowable implication of joining literate

systems and carry us toward an understanding that can help literacy practitioners and policy

makers at local national and international levels to better understand the issues involved in

this important area of work

From Individual to Collective Intentionality 2014-02-28 lcolm pines and lise rafaelsen the

seventh international congress of group psychotherapy organized in copenhagen by the

international association of group psychotherapy was one of the largest and most

representative congresses on this subject that has yet been held probably for the first time we

achieved the declared aim of the international association that of bringing together

representatives of the different approaches to group psychotherapy in the same forum to allow

for communication exchange and development of our relation ships previous congresses have

been less representative and it seems to augur well for the future of the association and of it s

congresses that there was this strong force and wish for unification and for exchange within

the field of group psychotherapy the congress theme the individual and the group boundaries

and interrelations in theory and practice was chosen because it gave an opportunity once

again to examine the very basis for group sycho therapy as theory and as practice the basic

theme stated in the opening papers by professor marie jahoda and professor james anthony

was replayed daily with new developments and variations according to the theoretical position

of each subsequent speaker

Personal Being 1984 this report examines past and existing individual learning accounts and

other individual schemes to finance training based on a review of the existing literature as well

as six new case studies commissioned by the oecd the upper austrian bildungskonto the

french compte personnel de formation the scottish individual learning accounts individual

training accounts the singapore skillsfuture credit the tuscan carta ila and the individual

training accounts in michigan and washington in the united states
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Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA's) in the Retirement System 2009 this comprehensive

monograph synthesizes the research on the individual placement and support model of

supported employment for people with severe mental illness it identifies empirical foundations

for core principles of the model and reviews the literature on effectiveness long term outcomes

cost effectiveness generalizability implementation and policy implications

Literate Systems and Individual Lives 1991-01-01 this book explores the dynamics of the

individual versus the collective in various aspects of life from social behavior to creativity to

politics drawing from psychology sociology and philosophy mallik offers insights into how

individuals can maintain their autonomy while contributing to the greater good this work has

been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of

civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and

possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as

no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and

we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally

available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you

for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Individual and the Group 2012-12-06 moving beyond previous scholarship he gives us a

locke as much concerned with the effective functioning of government as with the roots of its

moral legitimacy book jacket

Electronic Return File Specifications and Record Layouts for Individual Income Tax Returns

1996 building on their insightful work on india s 1998 and 1999 parliamentary elections

distinguished scholars ramashray roy and paul wallace s current book focuses on the

landmark elections of 2004 bringing together contributors from india and abroad this volume

adds to the body of work on electoral politics and social change in india and will be of interest

to students and teachers of political science journalists as well as the informed general reader

IRS audit rates rate for individual taxpayers has declined but effect on compliance is unknown

: report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight, Committee on Ways and Means, House

of Representatives 2019-11-06 this comprehensive book describes how proactive behavior

driven by a proactive personality contributes to individual and organizational productivity a
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consolidation of available research on the nature of proactivity in the workplace this book

explo

Individual Learning Accounts Panacea or Pandora's Box? 2011 this work has been selected by

scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we

know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original

work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as

most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and

other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america

and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this

work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a

reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor

pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to

be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your

support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this

knowledge alive and relevant

Your Federal Income Tax for Individuals 1983 over the past decade legal wagering has

expanded rapidly in north america in 1998 alone people lost 50 billion dollars in legal betting

and it is estimated that illegal wagering is twice that amount a recent government report

based on the broadest population survey concludes that the lifetime and pathological

gamblers in the u s range between 4 and 10 million persons and is growing if we include the

families affected by problem gambling then the potential impact is indeed prodigious virtually

no community in the u s and canada is left untouched by entertainment or problem gambling

treating problem gambling has evolved from a small group of practitioners in the 1980 s

working in specialty impatient units into an international enterprise that affects the caseload of

many mental health professionals owing to its quiet origins problem gambling treatment

strategies are not well known throughout the clinical community consequently the average

clinician is him herself learning as they go this approach does not benefit either client or

therapist as the book s first chapter makes clear problem gambling differs significantly from

substance abuse its nearest clinical relative not attending to these differences leads to poor
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results and clinical failure this book is the one essential tool needed by clinicians treating or

likely to treat problem gambling written by a clinician with wide experience it is intended for

the general clinician treating or likely to treat problem gambling desiring a comprehensive yet

user friendly guide key features assessment and treatment of problem gambling and those

affected by it is discussed includes diagnostic instruments developed by the author an

integrative approach is taken with a special focus on cultural concerns and clinical applications

for women and minorities integration of spirituality in treatment is covered

Techniques for implementing the individual tree selection method in the grand fir-cedar-

hemlock ecosystems of northern Idaho 1967

Retirement and the Individual: Survey hearing 2012-11-15

Individual Placement and Support 1993

Individual Retirement Arrangements (IRAs) 2003

Social Security Bulletin 1989

Individual Income Tax Returns 2023-07-18

The Individual And The Group 1893

House Painting and Decorating ... 1999

Handbook for Electronic Filers of Individual Income Tax Returns 2002

The Great Art of Government 2007

India's 2004 Elections 1979

Congressional Record 1896

Ecological Research Series 1894

Modern Civilization in Some of Its Economic Aspects 1997

The Bookman 2013-12-27

Are Biological Species Individuals 2015-09-03

Proactive Personality and Behavior for Individual and Organizational Productivity 1872

The Individual and Society 1890

The American Reports 2009-08

Electrical Engineer 2002

The Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance 1877
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Counseling Problem Gamblers 2008

Publishers' Weekly

Using Goal Orientation to Develop Customized Learning Environments
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